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SUMMARY

I’m majoring in Computer Science; I had always grown interest

 

in that last therefore I had been attending different courses to

 

improve in that aspect such as CISCO networking, Linux, Node

 

js, Laravel, Vue js, Wordpress and more.

My goal is to reach the greatest levels of mastering everything i

 

can in the world of computer science, and for that I'm always

 

working to improve my skills.

EDUCATION

computer science degree - Informatic Systems
Djillali  Liabes  University

 

Interconnecting  Cisco  Network  Devices,  
Part 1  and  2  (ICND1, ICND2)

 
ICT-Towers

STRENGTHS

Good  in  programming

Persistent,  Determined,  

Focused, and Fast Learner

TECHNOLOGIES

IT Skills

LANGUAGES

Arabic

Native

English

Advanced

French

Beginner

MOST  PROUD  OF

United Technologies Club

It's a computer science club that I Started 

with my colleagues in our faculty for the 

purpose of helping other students and 

enhancing our skills 

 fb.me/utc.sba  

Wordpress Vuejs

Docker

Networking

09/2018 - 07-2021 

master in computer science - Networks, Systems 
and Information Security
Djillali  Liabes  University

 

Linux Adminstraion - php and Laravel - nodejs 
Vuejs - docker and microservices

 

Self Taught Skills

5 years 

EXPERIENCE

Freelancer
Working in web developement

 

 github.com/moh-slimani

Creating wordpress websites for clients in Sidi Bel Abess and worked on an salles 

management system for a distribution company in Saida using Laravel and Vuejs

Ref:  ecobat.dz, agroservices-dz.com, razso.com

12/2019 - ongoing 

Full Stack Developer
BuyInDz

 

Working on a e-commerce platform with microservices architecture using for the backend 

Node js (molecular js) and Vue Js for the front-end

I spend most of my time coding, and it’s my 

passion 

When I set my mind on somthing ... I do it 

 mohamed@slimani.dev


